★ 5th & 6th Grade Band Bingo
★ Complete 5 in a row (with a parent/guardian signature in the box) to earn BINGO!
★ Complete at least 1 BINGO for a treat. Any student who completes the entire BINGO sheet will earn a kazoo.
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Clean your
mouthpiece/ mallets

Play a song
from Standard
of Excellence
outside.

Write your
own 2measure (8
beats) rhythm
pattern & play
it on your
instrument!

Perform a song
from your
band book for
your pet.

Play a line from
the Standard of
Excellence book
in every room of
the house!

Spend 10 minutes
making flash cards
of your first 8 notes
OR play the Note
Name game on
classicsforkids.com

Sing & practice
the
fingers/slides
for the note
names for #53
Mexican
Mountain Song

Practice your
8 note
warmup
(concert Bb
scale) in Half
notes!

Spend 10
minutes
counting &
clapping
rhythm
patterns from

Play your 8 note
warmup (concert
Bf scale) using
quarter notes!

Practice 15 minutes
in your pajamas!

Find a YouTube
video of a
professional
playing your
instrument.
Include the link.

Download the
Monster
Musician App
and complete
levels 1 and 2.

Use your book to
teach yourself 5
new notes. Write
them here:

Make up your own
song using your 1st
8 notes!

Review & play
through your
Spring Concert
songs!

Time yourself
to see how
many seconds
you can hold
each of your
first 6 notes
with a good
sound!

Play a
Standard of
Excellence
song in the
shower (fully
dressed &
without the
water running)!

Learn how to say
your instrument
in 4 other
languages!

Put on a concert for
your family!

Play a song
backwards.

Write 3
sentences
about why you
picked your
instrument &
what you like
about it!

Make music with
someone else.
Play a song
together or have
them clap/sing
along.

Write a letter to
someone in your
family to thank
them for
supporting your
interest in band

Search your
instrument and
cleaning instructions
on YouTube to find a
video, or use the front
cover of the Red band
book.
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rhythmrandomiz
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